A statistical method for separating signal and background generates a curve of background rejection as a function of signal eciency s. The curve does not single out the best s to use, since the curve has its only maximum at s = 0. Transforming the curve to \signicance", s/ p b, as a function of s may dene an s which gives maximum signicance, but the value of s chosen ignores all prior information about the number of signal and background events. When the problem at hand is \discovery", demonstrating the existence of a signal above background with a nite sample, criteria can be developed which identify an optimal eciency for accomplishing this task.
The Best Test
Consider the problem of classifying observations into either signal, s, or background, b. There exists a best test for this problem when the probability distributions for signal and backgrounds are known, the Neyman-Pearson test 1 . The test consists of classifying an n-dimensional observation x as signal if (x) = P (xjs) P (xjb) > 0
The full information from the n-dimensional probability distributions may be summarized by a single variable (x). When the distributions P(xjs) and P (xjb) are unknown, methods such as cuts or neural nets approximate this test, which is the best one can do at the task of separating signal and background.
The behaviour of any test can be studied by varying the cut(s). Dene the eciency of a cut, s ( 0 ), as the fraction of the signal events which pass a particular cut. Let b ( 0 ) be the fraction of background events which pass the same cut. By varying the cut, one can trace out a curve of b vs s , or equivalently, a rejection vs eciency curve. I prefer to dene rejection as R = s = b (2) R is the factor by which the s=b ratio is improved by the cut. A particular test traces out a full curve in either of these graphs as the cut value is varied; we are left to decide which particular cut value is \best".
Prior Information
How can a denition of \best" help in dealing with a particular experiment (say the D0 Top quark search) with xed luminosity? Knowledge of the background cross a linnemann@msupa.pa.msu.edu 1 section gives an expected number of background events N b ; the expected number of background events passing some cut is b = N b b . If I wish to design the experiment so that it will be sensitive to a given (minimum) signal cross section, the number of signal events will be s = N s s . For this discussion, I explicitly assume that I have, and wish to use, this prior information about both N s and N b .
3 Best Cut Values which ignore nite sample statistics
The criterion of \best rejection" always tells us to use s = 0, not a particularly useful criterion! Rejection increases monotonically as eciency decreases; a sensible test is arranged so that a tighter (lower eciency) cut homes in on the most signalenhanced region. A more plausible criterion is to maximize the separation between the two distributions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic 2 suggests nding the maximum difference between the cumulative distribution functions, that is nding KS s which maximizes s b . However, this criterion uses none of the prior information about N s and N b , so it contains no nite-statistics information.
Particularly in the neural-net context, it is often suggested to use an (approximate) Bayesian Classier. This choice denes a value for the cut on (x), In the \poor separation" case, max is nite. This happens when the signal is a peak on a wide background. In the \poor separation" case, z 2 (0) = 0, so z 2 must have a maximum at Z s > 0. Z = s= p b has its maximum at the same value of Z s . The \good separation" case occurs when max = 1. Except in rare cases, multiplying s = b by a single power of s will not be enough to turn over the curve of z 2 vs s , and there will be no maximum for Z s > 0. The \good separation" case occurs when there is a region the signal is background-free. A simple example is a signal distribution wider than the background distribution; a cut farther and farther out in the tails b will give s = b ! 1.
Clearly the \good separation" case requires a better criterion than Z s . Even in the \poor separation" case, the maximum in s= 
Best Cut Values which include nite sample statistics
What is desired is a criterion which depends on the probability of observing a nite number of signal events and of their being statistically distinguishable from background. s must be big enough to be seen, but if the cuts are too loose, b becomes so large that its uctuations swamp the signal.
More mathematically, we wish to minimize the probability
i.e. to minimize the probability that what we expect to observe, assuming a signal exists, could be explained by a uctuation in the background. At the s = 0 extreme, there will be neither observation nor background, so Q(b = 0) = 1, while the s = 1 extreme is some value Q(b = N s ) < 1, since Q is a probability. So Q will have a minimum at some s > 0. A rst attempt, which is a bit too simple, asks for the probability that the background could produce a number of events greater than or equal to (the integer part of) the expected signal and background events: 
where p and P are the Poisson density and tail probability. The form actually used in the D0 Top search was slightly more complicated. The experiment reported !(k), the probability that the observation of k events could be explained by background, averaged over the uncertainty in the background estimatê b ,
where G (taken as a Gaussian) reects our estimated relative likelihood of the true background. We chose to optimize !, the expected value which we would report in our paper, under the assumption of a particular signal expectation N s . This suggests
which weights values of ! by the relative probability of observations. However, this denition is written as if b were precisely known. Placing the weighted sum over possible outcomes inside the integral of (15) The location of the maximum value of s= p b is independent of the a-priori probabilities, and of any information on sample size.
